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FINAL REPORT: RESEARCH STUDY OF SPACE PLASMA
BOUNDARY PROCESSES
Principal Investigator: E W. Gtreenstadt
Co-Investigator: W. W. L. Taylor

1. IN MUGTION
This is the final report of the third year of an investigation into the feasibility and development of computer graphic representations of plasma boundaries
in space. It is not unreasonable to declare the project a success, especially in
view of the evolving goals the project itself has fostered. rite started out to
develop three-dimensional conceptualizations of plasma processes in and
around the magnetosphere as an aid to our ongoing research efforts, and wound
up making animated films of the bow shock in the solar wind. Although the animation objective and the animation itself are supported separately by TRW's IR
& D funds, we have found it necessary to devise our conceptualizations with animation in mind, because the physics we want to use our graphics for requires an
understanding of the variability of space plasma processes. This variability is
difficult to comprehend just by comparing static "spacescapes" and reconstructing their evolution mentally. Given this diversion, or expansion, of purpose, we are well on our way toward developing the techniques of computergraphic sketching of plasma processes in a way that has greater potential than
we originally anticipated.
The following sections describe the objectives and history of the project and
the progress of this year's program. We close with our recommendations for

-zfurther work.
2 OBJECTIVES
The general objective of this project is to develop symbolic representations,
in three dimensional computer-generated images, of plasma boundaries and
processes in the Earth's magnetosphere and in the interaction region between
the magnetosphere and the solar wind. The purpose of such images is to promote rapid comprehension of complicated relationships among various elements
of the Earth's plasma environment that can be obtained only by visual means.
We are interested in the gases, wakes, electromagnetic fields, shocks, and magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) waves that are present everywhere in space: How they
should be visualized; how diverse data needed for a comprehensive description
of space plasma phenomena can be gathered, correlated, and presented.
Our specific objective has been the creation of forms for representing the
bow shock and magnetopause and their geometrically determined macrostructure on both large and small scales, and, with emphasis, the utilization of such
forms as research tools. We are expressly concerned with both the composition
of the images and the physics underlying them. Shock physics in particular, is
enjoying a period of rapidly improving understanding, so that a significant part
of this project is devoted to studying and deriving some of the current results
whose properties we wish to represent.
3 HISTORY
This project began some years ago with an attempt to represent the global
distribution of quasi-perpendicular and quasi-parallel structures of the Earth's
bow shock. The original intent was simply to generate a persuasive picture of the
shock's nonunifcrn-uty, to encourage other investigators not to overemphasize
the nominal solar ecliptic plane cross section at the expense of the three-

-3dimensional nature of the shock. By the time we had developed a respectable
computer sketch, the need for it had largely subsided, but another problem
emerged. There seemed to be a serious need to emphasize the constant change
in the nonuniformity caused by solar wind variation. The variation was appreciated, but our own computer sketches of the global distributions of shock structure convinced us that no one, including us, understood, or was capable of imagining, how imposing the complexity of the shock would be when literally seen as
a dynamic responder to solar wind variation. We conceived the notion of animating the shock, and by straightforward extrapolation, the magnetopause and any
other surface, boundary, or process in the Earth's plasma environment too complicated to envision statically, let alone dynamically, without visual assistance.
The key to successful depiction, in three-dimensional renderings, of tha
plasma phenomena in which we are interested is the choice of computergenerated symbols that evoke rapid recognition of boundaries and other elements when viewed by an informed colleague with a minimum of explanation.
The selection, coding, and perfection of such symbols is the task we set for ourselves in this project; the animation itself is supported principally by a TRW IR &
D Program. We began with a desktop computer operating a four color pen
plotter, programmed in Basic, and progressed to a VAX/11-750 controlling an
Evans & Sutherland vector graphic, co l or workstation, programmed in "C". Our
symbolic selections have been revised and improved to accomodate each new
process, conception, and system as we've advanced.
4 STATUS ON 1 SEP113 BM 1983
We had succeeded in completely redesigning our three-dimensional symbolism for the bow shock and its global geometric division. The redesigned visual
model had been reprogrammed in "C"-language for a VAX/UNIX system operating an Evans and Sutherland (E & S) graphics console, and the program had
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-4been tested and debugged. The new symbolism was chosen to (a) minimize MoirC
patterns in the shock representation, (b) take advantage of the color pallette of
the E & S system, (c) enable the depiction of the shock at higher sampling resolution than had previously been employed, (d) speed up considerably the process of generating each image, and (e) facilitate the use of images for animation
(details in Annual Report, November 1983).
5. PRDGREbS WICE 1 SEPI'EVIIER 1983
A. G raphic Development. Based on the conviction that computer-animated
modeling of space plasma objects and processes is the inevitable technique of
future data analysis, we added to our conceptualizations of the bow shock the
requirement that graphic symbolism be suitable for representation of not only
static, but dynamic, conditions as well. That is, computer-created images of
space plasma processes, which change as the input plasma conditions vary with
time, must be composed of symbolic elements that lend themselves to incremental changes from image to image so that rapid viewing of image sequences
presents the appearance of continuous, or at least smooth, physical variation.
We proceeded with this requirement in mind.
Two data sets were selected from ISEE-1 and ISEE-3 magnetometer and
plasma records. These sets appeared adequate to test the new symbolism's clarity and its suitability for animation, and at the same time to test some of the
assumptions underlying both the shock model itself and the way we presently
conceive of letting the variable solar wind modify it. One data set war the same
one used for our first, cruder attempt at animation last year, which demonstrated well the need for a dynamic requirement separate from those for successful static representations. This first set covers a two-and-a-half-hour interval
of ISEE-3 data in which the IMF varied radically and continually from its average
stream angle; the set ideally illustrates the global changes of q-perp/q-par.

-5pattern on the shock that can occur, and how much the real shock can differ
from the "typical" shock customarily used for presenting or visualizing results.
The second set covers a one-hour interval in which ISEE-1 was subject to
repeated crossings of the bow shock, some of which appeared to represent qperpendicular and some q-parallel structures. The IMF, measured independently upstream by ISEE-3 at eight times the sampling rate of the first case,
showed, in contrast to the first case, only small variation about an average
direction not far from the average stream angle.
An animation film (and videotape) was made, supported by TRW's IR & D
funds, for each data set described above.

IA

the second case, the location of

ISEE-1 at the shock was represented by an asterisk that was made to blink on
and off when the local structure was ¢parallel at ISEE-1 and to change color
between white and red, depending on whether ISEE-1 was outside or inside the
bow shock Thus the ISEE-3 solar wind data, which were used to define graphically the bow shock's position and structural distribution, became a "predictor"
of what local conditions were to be expected at ISEE-1, and the latter became a
"tester" of the predictions and hence of the assumptions underlying them. The
assumptions included:
1. The uniformity of the solar wind and IMF over the distance from
ISEE-3 to ISEE-1;
2. The delay time from ISEE-3 to ISEE-1;
3. The model for global shock scaling of magnetopause and shock
standoff distances (from earth);
4. The bow shock's shape;
5. The criterion for q-perpendicular/q-parallel separation (we used
13Bn = 45°);
6. The arrival directions of solar wind plasma and IMF variations
(we took both to be directly along VSW).
The three attached color Figures 1, 2, 3 illustrate the images we are

-8currently using and show our capability for arbitrary zoom and viewpoint selection. Figure 4 displays the configuration of the spacecraft and the shock and
solar wind assumptions used in constructing each image from a sequence of
parallel "slabs".
The animation test was reasonab'.y successful in general. The predicted qperp/q-par. division was located close to ]SEE-1, as the latter's data demanded,
but not close enough to cross the spacecraft whenever it should have. Similarly,
the average shock envelope did not cross ISEE-1 out- or inbound exactly as
predicted. This discrepancy seemed to be correctable by adjusting the assumed
delay between the two spacecraft. We are contemplating the rest of the assumptions as this is written. The most outstanding success seems to have been that
our guesses about how to produce decent animation were essentially right in
that the first try with the new symbolism resulted in smooth, visually acceptable
image changes.
Two presentations of our graphics, in the form of animations, were made
since September, the first as incidental accompaniment to a review paper, at
the Napa Conference, the second as a report to the geophysical community, at
the May AGU meeting in Cincinnati. The purpose of these reports has been to
exhibit our technique, to display physical insights clarified by the technique, and
to solicit views of other experts on numerical simulations regarding state of the
art improvements applicable to our technique. The specific meetings at which
presentations were made were:
AGU Chapman Conference on Collisionless Shocks in the Heliosphere;
"Oblique, parallel, and quasi-parallel morphology" by E. W.
Greenstadt (Invited review), Napa, 20-24 February, 1984.
AGU Spring Meeting; "Animated simulation of global bow shock
structure" by E. W. Greenstadt and K. F. Yee (Poster session on
Numerical simulation of space plasmas), Cincinnati, 14-17 May,
1984.

-7B.Phystcal Processes. Having satisfied ourselves that the new symbolic
representations of the bow shock were suitable to animation with the E & S format, we turned our attention to expanding the inventory of plasma phenomena
we can simulate. We engaged in numerous activities, supported in part by other
funded prograrns, to keep current and active in the physics of space plasmas.
One important result has just emerged from this part of our effort. We have
demonstrated clearly that the earth's bow shock must include a region in which
quasi-perpendicular and quasi-parallel structures coexist locally, or, more accurately, must alternate in a periodic pattern in the shock surface t:) form a third,
"transition" section of the shock. Figure 5 shows the kind of variations of OEIn
that occur at the shock where ave+ ap a O Ehl is 45°, when typical foreshock waves
of quite modest amplitude dB/B = 0.2 or 0.4 (b/B in the figure) are convected to
it by a typical solar wind.
Instantaneous OEn differs from its average for appreciable intervals of time
and surfe.ce distance. One report describing the result and some of its consequences has just been finished and submitted for publication; a draft of this
paper is attached as Appendix 1. The result described in Appendix 1 will necessarily have P major impact on the construction of bow shock images and on
foreshock images we plan to construct in the future. We are preparing a second
draft report describing an important consequence of the foregoing result, epecially for computer graphic sketches, namely that the conventional depiction of
the bow shock, and therefore the magnetosheath and foreshock as well, as two
mutually exclusive quasi-perpendicular and quasi-parallel sections must be
modified to include the transition sections too. If we are interested in the quasiparallel structure, we must now ask what part of the shock will fit in this
category regardless of the presence of large amplitude waves with their changes
in 63, . That is, what part of the shock is always quasi-parallel, even when the

-8local waves impose a maximal excursion on 613n .
Figure 6 shows two subareas of the shock, viewed from the sun's direction
as projected on the y-z plane. The circle at the center marks the outline of the
shock in the y-z plane (at x = 0); the large area still open at the left edge of the
figure, is the region where the shock structure should be q-parallel in the presence of waves of relative amplitude 6B/B = 0.5. The smaller oval encloses the
region where the shock should be q-parallel even in tha presence of waves of
relative amplitude 6B/B = O.B. We assume in drawing these sketches that the
average field is at the 45° stream angle. The important message here is that the
true

q- parallel part of the shock occupies a great deal less than the left half that

might naively have been imagined.
We believe the areas defined above are at best approximate in that, strictly
speaking, %n is not the best criterion for dividing regions. The areas were
derived by finding the loci where hn s 45° at the maximal excursion of waves of
the respective amplitudes. Aside from the issue of whether 45° is an accurate
discriminator of shock structure, the correct angle should not be that between
B and the three-dimensional normal to the shock, n, but that between B and the
normal n, to the intersection C of the shock with the plane containing B and the
x-axis. As B changes with the wave, so also does the B-z plane and n, Th: loci
enclosing the invariant q-parallel structure taking into account this effect,
defined by t9 = arcos(B(t) • n, (t)), are much more complicated to derive than
the simple ones illustrated in Fig. 6, and have not yet been worked out.
The addition of further details to images of tk,e bow shock will be of little
value unless the transition area is included. More importantly, the graphic characterization of downstream regions, such as the part of the magnetosphere
affected by q-parallel structure transmitted through the magnetosheath, will
have to be carefully delineated with subregions of the shock in mind.

-9C. Other Activities. Mr. Greenstadt served as Editor of the chapter produced
by :he Working Group 10, which he chaired, at the Solar Terrestrial Ohysics
Workshop in Coolfont, West Virginia, last year (see below). He also serves es a
member of the Data Systems Users Working Group (DSUWG). Dr. Taylor has continued as a member of the DSUWG, and contributes directly to our constant
efforts to keep abreast of technological developments in computer data reduction, analysis, and networking, and to acquire and apply new equipment to this
project whenever possible.

D.Reports. Two presentations including graphics results were listed above.
Written reports, prepared or published are as follows:
"Scale lengths in quasi-parallel shocks", by J. D. Scudder, 1. F.
Burlaga, and E. W. Greenstadt, J. Geophys. Res., 89, 7545, 1984.
'The structure of oblique subcritical bow shocks: ]SEE 1 and 2
observations", by M. M. Mellott and E. W. Greenstadt, J. Geophys.
Res.. 89, 2151-2181, 1984.
"Collisionless shock waves in the solar terrestrial environment". Chapter
10, E. W. Greenstadt, ed., in "Solar Terrestrial Physics: Present and
Future", D. M. Butler, and K Papadopoulos, eds., NASA Reference Publication
1120, 1984.
"Oblique, parallel, and quasi-parallel morphology of collisionless shocks',
by E. W. Greenstadt, in "Cullisionless clack Waves in the Heliosphere", B.
Tsurutani and R Stone, eds., in preparation for the Am. Geophys. Union.
1984.
"Variable alga in the shock-foreshock boundary observed by
ISEE-1 and -2", by E. W. Greenstadt and M. M. Mellott, submitted to
J. Geophys. Res., 1984.
Cover pages of the foregoing papers are reproduced in Appendix 2, except for
the last, which is attached in its entirety as Appendix 1.
d. SUMMARY
Vector, computer graphic representations of the global distributions of bow
shock structures, and elementary animation of the dynamics of those distributions in the changing solar wind, for selected cases, now exist as results of this

A.

-10project. The programming tools ariC codes developed for these results are
adaptable to other cases and can be applied in a rudimentary way to other
features of the plasma enVLronrrent.
7. REMUME.NDAMONS
We can make several recommendations independent of continuation of this
particular project. First, we are convinced that our objective, computer graphic
representations of space physical processes, is a desirable, viable, and productive goal. Real-time animation, although distant, is even more to be desired, so
that representations suitable to animation should be part of computer Zraphic
development.
Second, speed of image production is not currently adequate for reel-time
animation. Assembly, or development, of equipment capable of higher graphic
calculation and production rates should be supported. However, development of
appropriate symbolic representations can be carried out separately, as long as
attention is given to creating images likely to be independent of particular
hardware and software solutions to the speed problem.
Third computer graphic representations should be developed for a wider
assortment of space plasma phenomena than has been dealt with so far. We
would expect new problems to arise that have not yet appeared in our work.
Finally, computer techniques should be expanded to i,,clude, or incorporate, raster graphic figures with color All symbols, hidden line removal for
vector graphic sketches, and shading algorithms for raster sketches. These
methods all involve foreseeable problems of one kind ur another. For example,
hidden line removal slows down vector image generation considerably. There will
be unforeseen problems as well. We do not therefore underestimate the effort
needed to bring these techniques under usable control, but we think it will

MM

-11result in a valuable approach to data analysis. At the moment we favor as an initial expansion an attempt to blend vector and raster elements into composite
pictures that will get around some of the problems we envision without adding
too serious a burden of number crunching.
We recommenc. broad support for the application of computer graphic
development to space plasme data analysis, taking into account all the above
observations. We believe, i,owever, that the fundamentals of animation have been
sufficiently advanced to justify returning the focus of nttenticn to the problem:
of three-dimensional representations of a diversity of magnetospheric
phenomena. Thus, we also have recommendations for specific tasks related to
our own original approach:
Q-P#rpsndicu&w /¢¢PWvU0 Transition. A: alreadj notes, recent calcula•

tions suggest that a substential region of transition exists separating
purely q-perp from purely q-par sections of the bow shock (AppendiA 1
and Fig. 8) above). This region shoul.: be characterized by locally
periodic, or nearly periodic, alternation between the two structures,
because of large-amplitude waves impinging on the shock from upstream.
We believe a representation of this additional region must now be incorporated in any graphic shock model.
tbreshock. The foreshock as an implicit substructure of the q-parallel,

collisionless shock, so that no depiction of the shock is truly complete
without a foreshock element. At the Napa shock conference, Scudder
introduced a three-dimensional graphic representation of foreshock
boundaries extending like visors into the upstream region from the bow
shock surface. This representation should bt examined carefully,
modified, if necessary, and a foreshock configuratinn should be added to

V
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bow shock images.
Nereus. As there is reason to believe that there may be significant
differ cnces between the distributions of structural forms on the Venus
and Earth bow shocks, the model we have been developing should be
appropriately modified to produce images of Vents' shock.
Magnetopause. As we have noted in the past, a representation of the magnetopause has already been included in our graphic programs for this
study. We have not, however, defined what physical distinctions we wish to
make in our representations of the magnetopause surface. Noting the
rapid progress being made in reconnection studies, and interest
expressed by magnetospheric experts in the possible use of our techniques, other investigators should be consulted on this matter, and the
adaptation of our programs to magnetopause modeling should be
explored.
Volume Representations. Thus far, we have confined our model representations to surfaces only. But the physical processes in which we are
interested, of course, involve whole volumes of space. We are thinking
particularly of the foreshock, the magnetosheath, and the magnetosphere. We urge exploration of the more difficult problem of representing
processes within these important volume elements of the space plasma
environment. This is a serious challenge to computer graphics technology
in general, and efforts should be expanded to include raster graphics
apparatus and techniques, which we believe will be necessary to meet the
challenge.
Propagatior of IMF Variations. The weakest assumption underlying our

I

-13efforts to produce sequences of bow shock images governed by the flowing
solar wind has been the modeling of the IMF as a series of sampled increments uniform in planes, or slabs, perpendicular to the flow direction, i.
e., perpendicular to the sun-earth line. This assumption is suitable for the
solar wind plasma under most circumstances, but fluctuations of the IMF
are likely to propagate along the average IMF at least half the time, thus
approaching the bow shock from a direction usually about 45° away from
that of the solar wind itself. The programs we have developed should be
modified to take this effect into account.

Figure 1. harth's bow shock, with quasi-perpendicular (bl-ia) and
quasi-parallel (green) sections determined from ISEE-3 solar wind
data, and ISEE-1 at asterisk position. Red asterisk means the
satellite was inside the shock.
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Figure 2. Zoom, i.e., magnified "iew of bow shock .
means the satellite was outside th shock.
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Figure 3. Side view, showing satellite outside shock after solar
wind has pushed shock inward, causing travelling surface wave, visible
at the edge near the bottom.
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Figure 6. Anti-sunward, i.e., solar wind's, view of the bow shock
projected on the y-z plane. The circle around the origin is the
intersection of the hyperboloidal shock with the y-z plane (at x - 0).
The two heavy curves define the projected boundaries of the regions
within which the local shock structure would be expected to be
q-parallel, for an II F at the nominal stream-angle, even when waves
of the respective relative mplitudes are convected to the nominal
shock surface. Each tic is ten earth radii.
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VARIABLE TSB„ IN TFE SHOCK-FORESYOCK BOUNDAR Y
1SEE -1

OBSERVED BY

AND -2

by

E. W. Greenstadt
Space Scil_neez Depa-,ment, TRA'^' ]ne., Rrdando B_:ach, CaF fo-niM. M. Mellott
Department of Physics and Astroi,orr.y, Uni ,,,r rsit.y rf loxa, lci%a Cit y, ]a^,a
Abstra--t. Saturated ULF waves in the foreshock, 6B/B-1.0, w/P, p-0.1, are

convected by the sour wind to the quasi-parallel shock where the atera ,7e fic-ldnormal angle t9 30._, 5450 . Several examples from ]SEE 1 and 2 magnetometer data
show haves that defined local, instantaneous 'd;3r, very different periodically from
the average. Local geometric conditions at the nominally quasi-parallel shock
varied from nearly parallel to nearly perpendicular, at the periods of typical
upstream Naves. Clear ma-netic shock transitions occurT ed when i9iin was temporarily quasi-perpendicular.
INTRODUCTION
One of the major controlling factors of the structure of a collisionless shock
is Oan , the angle bet%-reen the upstream magnetic field and the local normal to
the shock surface, or wave envelope. When -3,3n is high (900 > ^9 , Io 60-), the
shock is quasi-perpendicular; when va n is low (30 0 i

i5i3n ),

00 ), the shock is

quasi-parallel [Greenstadt, 1984]. These terms denote, phenomenologically
[Greenstadt and Fredricks, 1974], shocks who- ze magnetic signatu-e- in the
shock or spacecraft frame are characterized by abrupt, clearly defined jumps in
average field over times generally on thc• ordtr of less than 30 seconds (qperpendicular) or by lengthy upstrear and do»nstrcani wavetrains, sometimes
difficult to dist.ineiish, of large amplitude• 6D,'1i-1 and periods o f seconds to tens
of seconds

(q-parallel) in which the particle shock transition is embedded

-..'me

-2-

[Scudder et al., 1984]. The upstream wavetrains define part of an exteraive
region ahead of the shock, called the foreshork, whose full development is a
prominent feature of the q-parallel sLru-•t urc.
A significant part of these upstream wavetrains is expected to arise in an
instability in which ions reflected from t , ^e shock interact v,ith the• sn'j,r
[Fairfield, 1969; Barnes, 1970; Barra. et. A1., 1 900 ; Le,-, 1982; W'inske and Leroy,

1984]. For need of a term, we shall s;iy Lht shuc•,: is in a "transition.'" con:,:tion
when 19an —45`. By this we mean that reflected ions escaping the shock upstream
at 0,3r, <-60° interact pith solar wind to generate transverse waves which, in
various stages of development, are convected back to the shock where, until 15i3n
drops to -40 °, they are reasonably distinguishable from the compressional
waves and pulses that mark the true quasi - parallel shock profile. Both observation [ Hoppe et al., 1981] and theory [ W'inske and Leroy, 1984] have shorn the
transverse waves develop relative amplitudes 6B / Bp at least -0.5 in the transitional foreshock, where BO is the nverage upstream, or solar wind, field. Recall
that the angle and field variation are related by

'6Bn =

arcos ( B • n), where

B=B(t) = Bp + 6B(t), 6B(t) represents the wave vector, and n is the local normal.
In principal, ions rejected by one process or another, say, reflection or
post-shock heating and scattering, can leave the shock for any i3idG., < •-60° and
contribute to the instability driving the upstream waves. In fact, beams must
leave for a ran;e of Oijo,1 in order to drive the instabi:ity to satura'ion. The instability, and wave growth, proceed as rejected ion beams continue to be fed into
'he upstream interaction while the so!nr wind sv,ecps its field lin g. ^ a ^: t`jcir
shock-intersections across the shock tot%ard lower t9 jjp., . The result ing v. ovc . "re
returned to the shock somrwherc

at

npprecinhlc amplitude, where • the instan-

taneous values of O Bn cannot be 0i30n ,but rather some

0d., (t).

fast enough, tt,e possible paradox arises in which escaping

If hi,vegrov th is
cr,•atc

ML

-3waves which, when convected back to the shock, dente local Oa, 's that periodically discourage or distort the escape of beams needed to maintain the instability, thereby modifying the above, simplified upstream process in an as yet
undefined way. In applying thit argument, we are thinking of Ok,, with respect to
a first order "normal" defined by sorne model of the global shock surfac -. 0.'
course, if the local surface is itself wavy, 0,- h (t) could be interpreted to encompass both B(t) and n(t).
Recently, Creenstad'. [1984], using a fired local, model nornini, displayed
the results of sample calculations of t9g J, (t) indicating that the variations of 03.,
at the shock should be expected to have signifjcant effects on local shock structure. 17iigurt. 1 illustrates a sample calculation of %l ih (t) where it has been
assumed that a "typical" transverse. upstream wave propagating parallel to Be
with k = -0008 [Foppe and Russell, 1983] and dB / Bp = 0.5 in a -typical" solar
wind carrying a Bo at its "typical" stream angle (at : AU) encounters the shock
at the subsolar point. At the subsolar point, of course, the fixed, unit normal is
(1.0,0) for any model; we took our "typical" solar wind speed as 360 km, /s, the
wave speed as 60 km /s, and the stream angle as 45°. Such an encounter c..:ght
indeed to alter significantly the first order approximation 0 9n = dBOn = 45°, and
we see in the figure that tl Bn varies between roughly 10° and 60=.
The purpose of this report is to document that such encounters are a reality: They are readily found iil sAtcllitc dMA, in this case data from 1'3EE-1 and
]SEE-2, and, in fact, occr- at wave amplitudes considerably larger than that
shown in Yig. 1.
DATA SELECTION AND MMAiTMENT
The cases we present here were svlectcd by surveying four years of shock
crossings by 1SEE-1,2 from launch in October 1977 Lhi ough December 1990. Thu
survey was made visually with graphs of magnetic field data, from the UCLA

-4Auxgates (Russell, 1978), averaged every 12 seconds and plotted every four
seconds. We sought well dented shocks adjacent to variable foreshock Meld in
which the components showed higher amplitude than did the field magnitude,
preferably as nearly periodic oscillations. We hoped in this manner to select
largely transverse upstream waves that i;ould permit direct comparison with
simple model waves such as those of Fig. 1.
Our search yielded more than two score of potentially suitable candidate
shock crossings. We show five examples in this report, three from ]SEE-1, two
from ]SEE-2. The examples have been studied at quarter-second resolution, that
is, as plots of field measurements at the sampling rate of four points per second.
We use a program, more accurately a constellation of programs, developed at
UCLA to plot the data and analyze them to produce filtered plots, spectral analyses, polarization hodograms, and, most importantly for this investigation, continuous Computations of 09a . By average 0 9, , or 030., , in this report, we mean
the angle between the average B 0 and the shuck normal during four minutes of
waves recorded immediately outside the shock.
E A1APLES
Figure 2 is a full magnetic characterization of one example of the encounter
of upstream ULF waves with the shock. The magnetic context can quickly be
assessed by reference to the total field magnitude shown in the bottom graph of
the left panel, where the shock is as a sharp jump near the far right of
the plot. The shuck was preceded by a long period wavetrain (T'<- 4nsec) most
clearly delineated in the B y and Bi components of the field. Other wave frequenHies were obviously also present at lesser amplitudes. The charact ,:r of the
waves is evident in the hudograms of the two right panels and was substantiblly
in the 1-J plane-of-maximul-variance (upper right), where the superpositior of
the whole sequence of low-pass-filtered cycles is displayed. The wavetrain was

-5not exclusively transverse, but included a compressional contribution, especially near the shock. Angle VVxn between the direction of propagation (the directon of minimal variance) and the field was about 22% essentially, but not
entirely, parallel to BO . The essentially transverse wave in this case had an
amplitude 6B - 0.8 Bp . The angle v9ch betwel-*i the averag .ipstream B-vvclur
and the nomina, model normal was 481.
The graph at the top of the left panel is a plot of instantaneon- t9:, : calculated from the 1SEE-1 data, showing the direction of every measured field vector
with respect tL the local model normal, and the average 6 9on —46` Pis a dashed
horizontal line. The dominant UP periodicity of the waves is readily apparent in
this representation, where the average period is about 30 sec. The solid cu rve is
a plot of theoretical 0 % calculated for the same idealized, "typical" transverse
wave as in Figure 1, but with

3B,' BO

= 0.8, and for the analogous 13cation on a

nominal shock. That is, for a point at the same angle to the solar-e.,liptic x-axis
on a model shock scaled by the parameters we used for Fig. 1, as the point at
which the data of the figure were obtained. The model we use is
p= = .04[(z — S86)t — 304692], a cylindricr.l coordinate version of the best fit terrestrial bow shock derived by Slavin et al. [ 1984], where p Z = y 2 + s 2.
Three more examples are shoum in Figure 3, wherc we plot orily tho 11eld
majnitude and angle tf Bn (t). The regularity of the oscillations of O Eh (t), as of

the foreshock waves themselves, varied ap:;*ccirbly from chse to c+ .,c, %ith only
V,e Sept. 6 case, in the middle, having waves as close to monochromist is A C those
of Nov. 6 (Fig. 2). in every instance,

hOWVVLT,

tht • diM-re r we of instan:i:r; ou- 63-1

from its average is abundantly evident. It is especially important that the value
of t$Bn at the instant of shock encountt • r war not rjecessarily anywhvrt; near the
average. Table 1 summarizes the parameters at tacked to the data or flRurca 2, 3
and 4.

-6ADDITIOAAL OBSERVATION'S
Although the main purpose of this

report has been served by display of Fig-

ures 2 and 3, we call attention to several characteristics of the data that have
appeared as a "bonus" in examining these plots and that we believe will be of
considerable significance in further investigations of quasi-parallel shock S'rucLures.
First, we see that the instantaneous value of t9, at the shock encounters
(marked by vertical solid lines), was in every case equal to or greater than the
average 19^p, ,

marked in the figures. In effect, the local shock, insofar as it

appeared as an abrupt, quasi-perpendicular jump in the field, always occurred
while Oan (t) defined temporarily a locally quasi-perpendicular geometry. Figure
4 illustrates a second very clear example, like that of the center panel of Fig. 3,
where iSgn (t) at shock encounter was >60', unrnistakably well above 19,-x,., , which
was 19gpr, 37' (35° in Fig. 3b).
Second, as a sort of complement to the foregoing observation., we see in
three of the four cases of Figs. 2 and 3 (in all but the last) that one or two bursts
of high frequency oscillations (shaded bars) occurred near the shock. These
bursts took place when 19a, (t) was at the bottom of its cycle, i.e., when the
instantaneous 19 H ., defined a temporary, unambiguous, quasi-parallel geometry.
This suggests that bursts of waves associated with a locally parallel magnetic
profile may have preva;!cd per :oclica!ly w•— Pn Ojjn
Third, relative elevations in the magnitude 13, i.e. compressional increases
in B in the figures, occurred during those portions of the

33. 1

(t) cycles when the

angle was above the average; in other words, significant. compressions occurred
only when 19 3., (t.) was high, meaning the local georrretry was quasi-perp(Ai0icular.
The converse was not evident: not every rise of 19 i;„ (t) was accompanied by a
compression. The correlation has been emphasized in the figures by the vcrtica;

-

-

-7-

dashed lines.
DISCUSSION
The graphs of Fig. 2 demonstrate that the the theoretically and empirically
implied encounter of large amplitude, transverse, foreshock waves with their
associated shy^ks at transitional average field normal angles of — 45' actually
occurs in nature at the earth's bow shock in a pattern reminiscent of the idealized one, and that instantaneous values of t9 8n differ radically from the average.
Thus there is a definite region of the boys shock in which quasi-perpendicular and
quasi-parallel geometries alternate semi-periodically; i.e., angle 'd;3., (t) may be
close to either 0' or 90' at the point where the shock is forming. The character
of the magnetic record in our cases suggests that the shock structure may vary
locally, depending on the time variation of z9 an .
One further implication is that, since the high- i'Hn sections of the wave
cycles are staggered in space, the quasi-perpendicular "envelope" of the shock
has an undulating surface, perhaps consistent with the one inferred from early
data by Fredricks et al. [1970]. This would then imply that calculations of 63n (t)
should also have taken into account the compounding effect of n(t), if a model of
such variation of the normal were available. Curiously, however, abrupt shock
jumps appeared at high, q-perpendicular 1313n calculated from fired n, thus introducing a consistency with the first order approximation that would deny the
seemingly straightforward implication that a higher order calculation is needed.
Reso!u!ion of these contradictory "con^i z trneieF" remains for more comprehensive investigation.
Examination of the figures encourages additional speculations. First, questions of quasi-parallel shock potential, electron potential gain, ion potential gain,
and subshock formation in fully developed structures [Goodrich wid Fc udder,
1984;

Kennel et al., 1984; Quest, 1984; Scudder et al., 1984] must be addressed

-Bboth in terms of the long magnetic scales of quasi-parallel profiles and the short
scales of what appear the local, temporary quasi-perpendicular shock jumps.
Second, it takes little imagination to infer that the mixed values of

OBn

close to the shock, accompanied as we see by mixed high and low frequency
magnetic waves, are probably associated with plasma waves and with mixed distributions of upstream ions, some scattered downstream by waves further
upstream, some reflected or emitted upstream from nearby q-parallel shock
encounters, and some trapped in adjacent q-perpendicular shock encounters.
The ion flux oscillations at typical wave periods in the foreshock described by
Potter [1984] may have resulted from modulated emissions at the shock source.
We inspected one example of ion data from a quasi-parallel shock already
described in the literature: Gosling et al. [1982] recorded two samples of specularly reflected ions "similar in nature to the gyrating ion beams observed within
the quasi-perpendicular bow shock [Paschmann et al., 1982]". The purity of their
reflection signatures in a region where diffuse distributions might have been
expected, but where "no evidence for such particle debris in the contours" was
noted, suggests that the signatures ma; have been created during a temporarily
q-perpendicular, and released during a temporarily q-parallel, interval of local
shock geometry.
We ran i5l , (t) plots for the waves surrounding the cases of Gosling et al.,
and found variations comparable to those• illustrated in Figures 2 a-;d 3 of th;!z
report., with the addition of considerable variation: at higher frequency. Tt:e
data for those cases were obtained al ]CEE's highest sampling rats, so Lhe plots
were too long and too detailed to reproduce in this letter. The samples selected
by Gosling et al. occurred two minu ► e!i away from the actual shack crossing,
somewhat removed from the largest oscillations of the field direction. During
each three-second ion sample, the direction change was relatively small, corn-

-9-

somewhat removed from the largest oscillations of the - field direction. During
each three - second ion sample, the direction change was relatively small, compared to surrounding intervals, and the field was close to its average upstream
orientation. Certainly the possibility is open that the observed ion distributions
were produced elsewhere at nonaverage OBn . Comprehensive investigation of
09n ( t), plasma, and plasma wave data in high bit rate cases, where ion distributions can be distinguished, is the obvious next step.
Ackrtowtedgements. This s`. udy was funded by NASW - 3690 and -3836 ( at TRW)
and NAS5-26819 ( at Univ. of Iowa). The data library, processing techniques, and
advice of C. T. Russell have been essential, as was the help of R C. Flphic, L
Baum, and K Yee in effecting the analysis. The importance of OBn (t) has been
espoused by C. F. Kennel for years in private discussions; its calculation was
added to the UCLA data analysis programs at the suggestion of J. T. Gosling.
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Figure Captions
Figure 1. Plot of instantaneous field-normal angle vs fraction (t/T" or 1/A') of
apparent period T' or wavelength A', in a shock or spacecraft frame stationary
with respect to the solar wind, for a typical transverse foreshock wave of frequency 0.10 and amplitude 6B/B=0.5.
Figure 2. Left, magnetic field data (lower four plots) and corresponding fieldnormal angle OBn (irregular upper plot), vs. time for the 6 November 1976 case.
A model calculation of O B , for a foreshock crave of amplitude 6B/B=O.P is superposed as the smooth periodic curve in the upper panel. The solid vertical arrow
marks the shock crossing. The horizontal dashed line marks the average
upstream 03„ ;the vertical dashed lines mark the centers of compressional
excursions of $ the hatched box marks a burst of high frequency oscillations
close to the shock. Right, hodograms of the observed wave, showing dominant
planar polarization, as assumed in the calculated behavior of the foreshock
wave.
Figure 3. Three case of wave-shock encounter, showing field magnitude and

0EIn

(t) computed from the data. Symbols and lines have the same meanings as in
Fig. 2.
Figure 4. A two-minute section of an additional case of shock appeal once when
OB,,, was well above a relatively low, post-transitional O Wn .
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apparent period T' or wavelength V, in a shock or spacecraft frame stationary
with respect to the solar wind, for a tnical transverse foreshock wave of
frequency 0.1 D and amplitude bB = .5.
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close to the shock. Right, hodograms of the observed wave, showing dominant
planar polarization, as assumed in the calculated behavior of the foreshock
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Scale Lengths in Quasi-Parallel Shocks
J. D. SCUDDER AND L. F. BURLAGA

NASA Goddard Space Flight Cenin, Loboraiory for Extraterrestrial
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Greenxh, Maryland
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Examples of an interplanetary shock and the earth's bow shock are prese- led to illustrate the small-

scale size L, of the fluid deceleration relative to the wile of the magnets fluctuations, La, at quasi-

parallel shocks The increase in electron and ion random energies is also illustrated to occur on the short

'inner" sole of L, The selected interplanetary and bow shock examples are both supercritical high-fl

shocks but have different Aliven Mach numbers. The thickness L, in absolute and convected Larmor

radii units of the lower Alfven Mach number mterplanetar) shoat is larger t- 10 U' 10„I than that at the
bow shock t - 0 21 1' A,). where U' is the piasma flow speed viewed in the normally incident shock rest
frame In both examples the scale of the fluid deceleration is much smaller than tha* of the up- or

downstream magnetic fluctuations The existence of steady state quasi-parallel shocks requires that the

Lorentz deceleration force be much larger than the electrostatic deceleration for r-e along the shock

normal

1. INTRODUCTION

The view of quasi-parallel shocks ( Dati <

45

1 as broad and

disordered transition regions, with scale lengths at the bow
shock of several R,, has remained uncontested in the literature
for over 10 years. This characterization is Lirgely based on the
magnetometer morphology at the earth's bow shock. Recently
observes interplanetary quasi-parallel shocks have also been
reported to possess broad magnetic transitions with scales in
excess of 10 5 km. In this paper we organize ISEE and Voyager

plasma data capable of affirming or denying the "broad transition" view of such shocks by identifyink the scale L, over
which the plasma decelerates across

gLAsi- parallel

shocks. We

show that this deceleration scale L, is much smaller than the
spatial scale of the magnetic fluctuations. L,,, which has been
previously l ied to characterize quasi-parallel shocks as
'broad' - structures. Previously, the spatially varying systematic effects in ion measurements at the standing buw shock
hav, precluded definitive commentary on these issues,
In the Framework of MHD theory a parallel shock is
charactefized by a discontinuous increase in temperature and
a discontinuous decrease in speed in the normally incident
shock frame; neither the magnitude nor the direction of the
magnetic field changes [Landau and Lifschtr:, 1960] across
such a theoretically idealized shock (except for the limited
regime (low betas where a switch-on shock is possible, namely,
Cs < 6',,, and the normally incident velocity L', bounded between VA. < U. < (41;,, 2 - 1C,')' z [Akhie:rr et al., 1975] ►.
Shocks in nature have a finite thickness L,. which may be
taken to be the width of the necessary transition in density or
spud Across this layer, random energy increases a. the expense of the directed streaming energy This exchange is principally initiated in quasi-perpendicular shocks by an electrostatic field E localized within this layer Within L. in quasiparallel shocks there is also localized An electrostatic field, but
its relative importance in the deceleration process for this class
of shocks has until now not been established In either case
Copyright 1994 by the
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the distance Ls over which such an E is nonnegligible is approximately bounded byy L,. Up- and downstream of shocks,
magnetic fluctuations are usuall y found with scale lengths
L„', L, -, where the plus superscripts ruler to the lowentropy upstream regime and the minus superscripts • efer to
the h' fh-entropy downstream regime In the past the highresolution magnetometer profiles of L,,' and L„ - have been
operationally used to assess the thickness of collisionless
shocks, especially for those of the quasi-parallel geometry
[Cahill and Aina:een, 1%3; Bernstein et al., 196-4; Greenstadt
et al., 1970, 1977; Auer and folk, 1973; Acura er al., 1981;
Tsuritani et al., 1983, Kennel et al., 1982]
L„' at the earth's bow shock is typically several R, for a
wide range of Par, < 45 [Greenstadt and Fredericks, 1979].
There is, however, neither experimental nor theoretical justification that the scale of the plasma dectleration L, is nomsarily synonymous with the scales of the magnetic fluctuations, L„', L,,, -. The observed relative ordering of these two
scales will be contrasted in this paper for the first time.
2. RIEGIMU, OI QL'A.F.I-PARALLEL SHCK -lc

OaSt RvAT1utiS
Quasi-parallel shocks have until recently only been studied
at the earth's standing bow shock, the first detection of an
interplanetary quasi-parallel shock was reported in 1979
[Acura er el, 1981] There is an important difference in the
systematics of ion measurements which make determinatioro
of L, more difficult at the standing bow sock than at the
propagating interplanetary shock. the plasma bulk velocity in
the ;patxcraft frame is (is not) supersonic with respect to ion
thermal speeds on boih sides of a propagating interplanetary
(standing how shock
In order to assess the scale of the fluid speed, L,, the speed
itself must first be determined free of spatially varying systematic effects. The constituent sonic Mach number of the bulk
flow in the spacecraft frame determines how mutt, of the

4ir

sr

of velocity space must be thoroughly sampled to allow direct
model independent numerical estimates of the bulk velocity of
that constituent
The solid angle coverage in ve!ocity space about the spatially varying local Ruw direction C(xI necessary for the. deter-
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The Structure of Oblique Subcritical Bow Shocks: ISE:: 1 and 2 Observations
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We have studied the structural elements, including shock ramps and precursor wave trains. of a sere%
Of obhyue low- Mach number terrestrial bciw shocks Ne used magnetic field data from the dual ISEE I
and 2 spacenaft to dtirrmine the scale ltngth% of various elements of shock structure as well as
wavder • hs and wave polarizations Bow shock structure under these conditions is essentially that of a
large-amplitude damped whistler mode wave which extend% upstream in the form of a precursor wave
train Shock thicknesses, which are determined by the dispersive properties of the amt+icni plasma. are
too broad to support current-dnven cleimostatic waves, ruling out such turbultnce as the source of
aissipanon in these shock% Dissipative processes are re fecal in the damping of the precursors. and
dissipative scale length% are -200 AW km (sevrul time% greater than shuck thicknesses) Precurso:
damping n not related to shock normal angle or Mach number, but is conelateG with T, T, The sour:%
of the dissipation in the shocks does not appear to he wavc-wave decay of the whistlers. for which no
evidence is found K'c cannot ruse out the possihiht) of contributions to the dissipation froin ion n LOU%lll
and or lower hybrid mode turbulence, but interaction of the whistler itself with upstream electrons offers
a simpler and more self-con- •tent explanation for the observed wave train damping.

INT}ODt. CT1nN

Study of the terrestrial how shuck is an integral part of our
attempts to understand the formation of the magnetosphere
and the energy transfer to it from the solar wind Detailed
examination of the shock also provides as with neTeased understanding of the physical processes involved in the formation of shock waves in collmonless plasmas in general. Under
most conditions the bow shock is a complex and turbulent
structure for which comprehensive analytic theories have only
recentl y begun to appear (e.g., Lerol. 19831 Occasionally,
however, the shock loses much of its complexity and lends
itself to comparison with reiatively uncomplicated analytic descriptions In this paper we describe the relatively rrre but
structurally simple shock which results when the solar wind ,s
cold and has a relatively low flow velocity. For oblique shock
normal angles the shocks which form under such conditions
are essentially large-amplittde whistler mode waves which
extend ups;reari in the form of phase-standing precursor wave
trains
Important early contributions io shock studies were made
through investigations of the precursor wave trains, the first of
which was presented by FairJreld and Felde r-n (1975) They
showed that the wa g es found upstream of and adjacent to
low-Mach number bow shocks characteristically fell into two
frequency ranges a lower-frequent; signal with periods of
tens of seconds and A higher-frequc: _y signal with periods of
I s Inferred properties of the low-frequency wa%e% matched
those predicted for the whistler shock precursors Wave polarizations, for example, changed from right handed for outward
moving shocks to left handed for inward moving shocks as
expected for phase-standing whistler% Fairfield and Feldman
also in%estigatcd wavelengths, although they were unable to
Now at Department of Physic and Asiror.omy, University :)f
loan
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make direct measurements of the scale lengths of the signals.
They did. however, calculate the wavelengths expected for
strndine, whistlers ant± inferred shock velocities usirg these
calculated values The inferred shock %clocities were in reasonably good agreement with other estimates of shock velocities,
and so the estimated wavelengths. which averaged — SOU km
and ranged from 60 to 1600 km, were accepted as physically
reasonable. Although these and other early observations were
consistent with theory, they were all based on single- spacecraft
measurements which could not establish the absolute scale of
the phenomena in question The present paper. in contrast,
continues work on laminar shock structure which uses the
unique cap,, ,i : of the ]SEE 1 and 2 dual-spacecraft set to
establish absolute scale lengths and iniriosic wave polarizations Use of these data has Allowed us to make detailed Suantitatrye comparisons between shock theon and observations
of naturally occurring collisionless shock waves This analysis
demonstrates that oblique low- Mich number bow shocks arc
indeed the predicted large-amplitude whistler waves and that
the low-frequency precursors arc the upstream extension of
the shock structure itself
The relation of the higher-frequency waves to shock structure i % les. Gear One interesting hypothesis has been that they
might have been generated by deca% of the standing precursor%, but the properties of the Figh-frequcncy vases observed
up%cream of tow-Mach number ISEE shocks are no( consistent with those expected for products of deer% r` the standing
whistlers On the other hand, similar highcrfr.quency waves
had been observed upstream of higher Mach number shocks
(Fairfield, 1974). and it has alternati%cly been suggested that
the higher-frequency waves seen tipstrcam of low Math
number shocks are merely further cxamnlcr of this more gcneral phenomenon We will show, howcv , !. 1 1 -r it is unlikely
that the higher -fr-quenc) waves obs , r%cd upstream of low
Mach number shocks arc generated by the same mechanism
which drives the waves observed -ipstrcam of stronger sho--ks
Lo%-# low Mach number shocks have traditionally been
de-signated "laminar shocks- a term first applied in theorttrcal
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ABSTRACT

Although many of the features of natural shocks in space had been known
or surmised sane years ag), neither theoreticians nor laboratory
experimenters had quite assembled all the idealized elements into a
correct prediction of ert aterrestrial observations. Shocks were
classified as perpen3i:,u;3r, oblique, and parallel before high-quality
measurements became available. Thus, sane nonperpendicular profiles
have appeared puzzlin.- and unexpected. Are nonperpendicular, oblique
shocks disguised _n c lue bow shock system by its finite radius of
curvature? The Latest research results indicate otherwise; that is,
the quasi-perpendicular/quasi-parallel division is real and intrinsic,
although some characteristics may be parameter dependent. An attempt
is made to summarize observation01 results on nonperpendicular shocks
with the aim of understanding the shock as an interactive stricture
dependent -on the geometry of shock propagation. An elementary
suggestion is presented that may provide a foundation for reconciling
some seemingly ccm plicated or contradictory quasi-parallel features.

